The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) is a widely recognized framework for evaluating the formality and optimization of processes.¹ E-mail is a highly immature (CMM Level 1, Chaotic) means of creating, sharing, and managing business records.² A more mature process for meeting the underlying requirements would address the following challenges³: [Best practices should address the following problems and more. Brainstorming list.]

- Spam⁴ – lack of “strategic alignment” with one’s own objectives (StratML)
- Signal-to-noise ratio⁵ – Nearly 70% of E-mail message are spam.⁶
- Urgency versus importance⁷ [Relationship to StratML]
- Push versus pull⁸
- Time shifting⁹ / Asynchronous communication¹⁰ / Just-in-Time (JIT) delivery¹¹
- Broadcasting¹² versus narrow casting¹³
- Attachments – malicious code – prohibit/automatically strip &/or store in Internet-based document/records management service with malicious code detection capabilities. In lieu of attachments, provide trusted links to such files.
- Stop using E-mail as a quasi-document management¹⁴, records management¹⁵, decision support system¹⁶, to-do list, and work-flow management/work routing system.¹⁷
- Untrustworthy senders – establish a White List trusted network based upon an open standard(s).¹⁸ Relevant attributes include not merely whom one knows but our personal values and, most importantly, the evidence (records) of our intentions and actions as well as the results we have produced. [StratML]
- Dups – While software exists to eliminate needlessly redundant data, e.g., multiple copies of the very same attachments, it is better to avoid needlessly duplicating data so that deduplication is unnecessary.¹⁹ (Data should be physically stored in at least two widely separated places for purposes of security and continuity of operations.)
- Lack of context & metadata – One definition of the term “document” is “data in context.” Without context, data is meaningless. Each business record should contain sufficient context to meet the requirements for the purpose for which it was created. Additionally, sufficient metadata should be associated with each record to facilitate its management and discovery.
- High cost/inefficiency/imprecision of e-discovery
- Machine-readability (and metadata) – Records should be created and maintained in machine-readable format, in which case much of the required metadata can automatically be gleaned into query/discovery services.
What is deleted is of greatest interest to adversaries in court (Spectre of Spoliation) and least accessible to the organization itself when needed for ongoing business purposes.

Vampire Effect – almost impossible to destroy E-mail records with certainty. If you don’t manage your own records effectively, your enemies may do it for you – for the express purpose of using them against you.

Inadequacy for Collaboration – “Nearly half of the people surveyed by 1105 thought that such a heavy reliance on e-mail for collaboration was increasingly inadequate, while close to 40 percent thought that their agency’s total suite of collaboration tools would not meet their ongoing needs.”

Attributes of a record: authenticity, reliability, integrity, usability (ISO 15489).
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